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Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course the student will be able to:
1

Discuss the history and evolution of heavy timber framing as a sustainable building method.

2

Identify the modern benefits of designing and building with heavy timber such as biophilia,

sustainability, value, embodied carbon, thermal performance, structural performance, and fire
3

resistance.
Describe the process of heavy timber framing including designing with assistance from the heavy

4
5

timber company, engineering, and construction perspectives for both residential and commercial
applications.
Identify timber-related technology, automation, and the future of the heavy timber industry.
Discuss several projects where heavy timber satisfied program needs for aesthetics, engineering

capabilities, sustainability, and other factors.

Upon completing this course, you should be able to:
Discuss the history and evolution of heavy timber framing as a sustainable building
method.
Identify the modern benefits of designing and building with heavy timber such as
biophilia, sustainability, value, embodied carbon, thermal performance, structural
performance, and fire resistance.
Describe the process of heavy timber framing including designing with assistance
from the heavy timber company, engineering, and construction perspectives for both
residential and commercial applications.
Identify timber-related technology, automation, and the future of the heavy timber
industry.
Discuss several projects where heavy timber satisfied program needs for aesthetics,
engineering capabilities, sustainability, and other factors.
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Course Overview

While traditional timber framing was an ideal building method for thousands of years,
it fell out of favor briefly as steel, concrete, and stick-built methods emerged. Today,
this time-tested technique for creating durable and beautiful structures has come
roaring back into fashion. The cause is a confluence of factors: An aesthetic desire for
the old-world honesty of timber framing, the human need to connect with natural
elements, the demand for stronger buildings to withstand harsh seismic and climatic
events, the development of computer-assisted design and machining, advances in
engineering and structural analysis, and the environmental need to return to the only
renewable building material: wood.
This course shows the evolution of timber-framed structures from more than 1,000
years ago, to their return to the scene a few decades ago, to their current blend of
old-world sensibility with state-of-the art production in a controlled environment.
Timber framing has come full circle.
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Section 1
The history and evolution of heavy
timber framing

This section discusses the history and evolution of heavy timber framing.
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Heavy Timber Framing
Through the Ages
• Evidence of timber framing dates to the Stone Age
• Oldest wooden building dates to 700 A.D.
• Horyuiji Temple in Japan is 1,300 years old

Wood is an incredibly strong and long-lasting material. Evidence of timber framing
goes back to the Stone Age, some 12,000 years ago.
The oldest wooden building in the world is a timber framed temple called Horyuji
Temple1 near Nara, Japan, which dates to 700 A.D., or some 1,300 years ago2. The era
when the temple was built is considered the beginning of the Middle Ages. As a
testament to the re-usability of wood, the temple was repaired and reassembled in
the early Twelfth Century, in 1374, and again in 16033. Enshrined at its base is a relic
believed to be a fragment of the bones of Gautama the Buddha.
Pronounced HOR-ju-gee (https://forvo.com/search/Horyuji/)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hōryū-ji
3
Marstein, Nils; Knut Einar Larsen (2000). Conservation of Historic Timber Structures:
an ecological approach. Elsevier. p. 22. ISBN 978-0-7506-3434-2.
1
2
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Buddhist temple from 1633
with superior
seismic
resistance

Another Japanese example of ancient timber framing is the Otowa-san Kiyomizudera4 Buddhist temple in Kyoto, which was built in 1633, nearly 400 years ago5. It is
part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The structure is supported by pillars tied
horizontally without a single metal nail. The structure is flexible, able to move in any
direction. That makes it earthquake resistant, which is one of the main benefits of
timber framing.
At the same time, the structure is strong and able to support the substantial weight
of the floor. 6

Pronounced key-OH-me-zu-dare-ah (https://forvo.com/search/Kiyomizu/)
https://muza-chan.net/japan/index.php/blog/earthquake-resistant-architecturekake-zukuri-Kyoto
6Photo: https://www.istockphoto.com/vector/kiyomizu-dera-buddhist-temple-inkyoto-japan-gm1262747196-369500104

4
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Westminster Hall in England built
1907
• Timber framed structure that was erected by King William II
• Hall has been in continuous use for more than 1,000 years

In England, Westminster Hall7 is a spectacular timber framed structure that was
erected by King William II more than a thousand years ago in 1097. The roof was
originally supported by pillars, which created three aisles. Some 300 years later, this
was replaced by an oak hammer beam roof, a decorative open timber truss that was
typical of English Gothic architecture, and which has been called the most spectacular
endeavor of the English Medieval carpenter.8 This created one huge open space. The
hall has been in continuous use over the centuries for government and ceremonial
purposes.
7
8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Westminster#Westminster_Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammerbeam_roof
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The Fairbanks House in Massachusetts built in 1641
• The oldest surviving timber-frame house in North America
• Constructed by Puritan settler Jonathan Fairbanks

In the United States, the Fairbanks House9 in Dedham, Massachusetts was built
around 1641, making it the oldest surviving timber framed house in North America,
which has been verified by tree-ring testing. The original farmhouse was constructed
by Puritan settler Jonathan Fairbanks for his family. The house was occupied and then
passed down through eight generations.
9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairbanks_House_(Dedham,_Massachusetts)
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Loomis Homestead in Connecticut
Built between 1640 and 1653
Now a part of the Loomis Chaffee School in Windsor

Another of the oldest timber-frame houses in America is The Loomis Homestead in
Windsor, Connecticut. The oldest part of the house was built between 1640 and 1653
by Joseph Loomis, who came to Connecticut Colony from England in 1638. Later
additions to the Loomis house were made around the turn of the 18th century. It is
now a part of the Loomis Chaffee School.
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Heavy timber framing with mortiseand-tenon joinery faded for a time
• Modern tools and new materials emerged
• Steel and concrete dominated the commercial building
industry
• Houses quickly built after World War II with concrete and
2-by-4 framing

While timber frame buildings with non-metallic mortise-and-tenon joinery are
obviously durable and long-lived, this building method all but disappeared as modern
tools and new building materials emerged. Steel and concrete eventually dominated
the commercial building industry, while houses were quickly constructed, especially
in the boom after World War 2, with concrete and 2-by-4s.
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Heavy timber rose up again in the
1970s and 1980s
• Reaction to cookie-cutter homes
• Reaction to environmental costs of concrete and steel
• Awareness that wood is only renewable structural
building material

Perhaps in reaction to less-durable, cookie-cutter house, timber framing rose up
again in the 1970s and 1980s. As the green-building movement matured and the
environmental costs of concrete and steel extraction and manufacturing were
documented, architects and builders began looking at wood again as a structural
element. As the term “renewable” was increasingly used in the building and design
industries, awareness grew that wood is the only structural building material that is
truly renewable.
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Section 2
Timber framing terms: Heavy timber
and mass timber

Before we discuss the benefits of modern-day timber framing, let’s define two related
terms: heavy timber and mass timber.
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What is heavy timber?
• In past used mainly for:

• Universities

• Agricultural buildings

• Churches

• Residential properties

• Municipal buildings

• Today also popular for:

• Commercial buildings

• Schools

Heavy timber construction is a type of timber framing that uses large, rustic timbers
traditionally joined together with mortise-and-tenon joinery. In the evolution of
heavy timber, metal plates and concealed fasteners are also used. In many cases,
these timbers are left exposed in a finished project, taking advantage of wood’s
natural strength and beauty for distinctive buildings that stand the test of time.
While heavy timber was used mainly for agricultural buildings and residential
properties in the past, today it is popular for schools and universities, churches,
municipal buildings, and commercial buildings.
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Cross-Laminated Timber

What is mass timber?
• A different class of wood products

Glued Laminated Timber

• Known as EWPs (engineered wood products)
• Combine wood’s inherent strength with modern
engineering

According to the International Mass Timber Project, “Mass timber is not just one
technology. Solid wood (i.e., timber and lumber) has been used as a structural
material for millennia. More recently, however, a different class of wood products has
emerged. These engineered wood products (EWPs) are a group of construction
materials that combine wood’s inherent strength with modern engineering. EWPs are
manufactured by using adhesives to bind strands, particles, fibers, veneers, or boards
of wood to form a composite product. The theory underlying all EWPs is that the
process of disassembling wood into small pieces and then gluing them back together
results in a product that is significantly stronger than a solid wood product of the
same dimensions.”
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Cross-laminated timber (CLT)
• A panelized EWP
• Used for floors, walls, and roofs
• Three or more layers of lumber
• Each layer oriented perpendicularly to the adjacent
layer
• Layers pressed together with adhesive

Cross-laminated timber, or CLT, is a panelized structural EWP that can be used in all
major building components, including floors, interior and exterior walls, and roofs.
CLT is made of three or more layers of lumber, with knots and check removed, and
with each layer oriented perpendicularly to the adjacent layer. The layers are then
pressed together with adhesive.
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Glulam
• Individual wood laminations bonded together
• Extremely strong and stiff
• Often used for columns and beams
• Can be used alone or as part of a hybrid system

Glulam timbers are made up of individual wood laminations bonded together by
durable, moisture-resistant adhesive. Glulam beams are also extremely strong and
stiff and are often used for applications such as columns and beams and provide
outstanding dimensional stability. They can be used on their own, or they can be
combined with other building materials to create a hybrid mass timber building.
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Mass timber ideal for large projects
• Quote: “Mass timber construction is strong, durable, and
energy efficient, helping architects and specifiers create
completely custom structures that help them leave their
unique design footprint.”
• Sam Ebersol, General Manager, Mid-Atlantic Timberframes

Mass timber is ideal for large projects, including office and mixed-use buildings,
schools and universities, public and institutional settings, hospitality spaces, and
multi-family structures. Mass timber harnesses the warmth and beauty of wood for
large building projects that, traditionally, could feel cold or unattractive.
According to Sam Ebersol, general manager of Mid-Atlantic Timberframes: “Mass
timber construction is strong, durable, and energy efficient, helping architects and
specifiers create completely custom structures that help them leave their unique
design footprint.”
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Case Study: Mass timber creates warmth in a
commercial building

This is a Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, facility designed and built for JST, a global maker of
small electrical connectors that is headquartered in Osaka, Japan. The single-story
facility is a series of interconnected spaces that splay out like roots of a tree,
suggesting growth, with offices in the front and research and development in the
rear.
The clients wanted the architecture to pay homage to and blend in with the wooded
surroundings. The design respects the needs of the occupants, providing considerable
natural light through floor to ceiling windows and the biophilic benefits of mass
timber framing. Patios abutting the branched spaces provide sitting areas for
employees to think and rejuvenate.
For the 51,563-square-foot space with its string of complex angles, thousands of
unique pieces of Douglas fir were cut and fabricated, ranging from intricate items
carved by CNC to massive timbers more than 80 feet long, and installed by local
craftsmen.
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Case Study: Mass timber creates warmth
in a commercial building

The structure’s striking geometry presented a fair share of challenges, including:
Challenge: Site Grade: The soffits and large overhangs are at various angles and
pitches to account for both the property’s natural slope and the angle of the sun
throughout the seasons.
Solution: From the front entrance to the rear exit (612 feet) is a 20-foot difference in
grade. The front entrance has 10-foot ceilings, and the building rear has 20-foot
ceilings, creating a 30-foot roof gradation from one end to the other.
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Case Study: Mass timber creates warmth
in a commercial building

Challenge: Soffit Pitch: The slope made for some tricky problem-solving at exterior
corner soffits. The overhangs average between six and eight feet in length from the
outside wall.
Solution: The pitch meant that the timber framing team had to warp the wood ever
so slightly, like a propeller blade. The narrow boards molded to the contour.
Challenge: Long Beam Spans: Some of the long spans required steel reinforcement.
Solution: To preserve the timber aesthetic, the timber framing contractor split the
timber in half, routed it, and then situated a steel I-beam inside.
The design was developed in conjunction with Ryuchi Ashizawa Architects in Osaka.
The timber framing was executed by an experienced timber framing firm in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.
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Section 3
The benefits of heavy timber and mass
timber construction

This section discusses the benefits of heavy timber and mass timber construction.
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Benefits of timber construction have
evolved as societies have evolved
• For early humans, the best way to create shelter
• Later was a way to create large barns and open
buildings
• In 1970s, it was a return to craftsmanship
• Today, the benefits have grown exponentially

The benefits of timber construction have evolved as societies have evolved. When
early humans first tied together branches with vines or leather, it was the best and
only method of creating shelter. Later, it became a way to create large barns and
open buildings. Upon its revival in the 1970s, it was a return to craftsmanship. With
today’s needs, the benefits of timber framing have grown exponentially. Here are
some of them.
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Aesthetics and biophilia

Natural materials like timber have character and charm and can increase the wellbeing and productivity of a building’s occupants. For biophilia, the innate human
need for connection with nature, open timber framing provides that connection.
When occupants feel good in a building, they want to be in that building, whether it’s
a workspace, worship space, community center, restaurant, retail space, or residence.
In both exteriors and interiors, timber construction delivers beauty and warmth that
is hard to achieve with materials such as steel and concrete.
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Design flexibility

Timber frames are suitable for almost any style and shape of building, both
residential and commercial. The open, airy timber frame construction can adapt to
any large space such as a grand private home, public library or riding arena. Yet at the
same time, the warmth of natural wood creates private personal spaces such as a
spa, restaurant or cottage. Besides homes, other structures perfect for timber frames
include wedding and event venues.
The strength, versatility, and durability of timber allows for more open spaces
because timber frame buildings do not require as many interior walls to support the
building itself.
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Sound dampening capacity

The natural acoustic properties of timber frames partnered with SIPs prevent and
control excessive echoes and reduce the transmission of sound vibrations through
absorption of sound waves, thus providing an acoustically sound commercial building
solution. This makes them ideal for concert halls, wedding venues, retirement homes,
restaurants, and other commercial structure.
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Resiliency

Heavy timber buildings are exceptionally sturdy, with the potential to last for
generations. The traditional mortise and tenon joint is considered to be one of the
strongest joints in timber frame construction, and is supplemented with steel
connections, screws, and so on.
They furnish a strong outcome and connect by either gluing or locking into place. In
its most basic form, a mortise and tenon joint is both simple and strong. Metal
joinery also has significant strength and beauty. Mass timber’s excellent strength-toweight ratio makes it a good choice in areas that tend to experience seismic events.
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Sustainability and embodied carbon

Timber harvested from responsibly sourced wood is a sustainable material. Its
production also creates fewer carbon emissions compared to steel or concrete.
That is why some architects are therefore arguing for a return to wood as our primary
building material. Rather than emitting CO2, trees absorb it from the atmosphere.
The Woodworks Carbon Calculator for Wood Buildings estimates that a 2,500-squarefoot building stores 40 metric tons (mt) CO. That means a 32,000-square-foot wood
office building can store 300 mt CO, and the wood in a 5,000-square-foot residence
stores 38 mt CO.10
10

https://cc.woodworks.org
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Energy efficiency

Structural insulated panels (SIPs) are often used to create the exterior walls and roof
in heavy timber construction, creating a tight building envelope. This reduces the
energy and money required to heat and cool buildings. SIPs save onsite labor and
make for a faster enclosure process.
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Reduced material use

Precision-cut timbers eliminate excess building materials and reduce waste. Although
the supports might be larger compared to stick-built buildings, heavy timber
structures use fewer logs because they can support more weight with fewer beams.
This creates the potential for smaller foundations.
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Project efficiency

Timbers can be produced to precise specifications, faster, and with less onsite manual
labor thanks to CNC machines and other off-site tools. Heavy timber construction
also reduces the amount of on-site work required, like welding and masonry, which
leads to faster build times. An experienced company can complete a building’s heavy
timber framing relatively quickly.
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Fire resistance and structural integrity

The question arises about how heavy timber preforms in a fire event. Heavy timber
chars on the exterior and creates a protective layer around the core, thus protecting
it from failure. This slows combustion significantly, allowing time to evacuate the
building safely.
This is stated in the building codes for Type IV construction. “Often referred to as
‘heavy-timber,’ buildings of Type IV HT construction are essentially Type III buildings
with an interior of wood members of significant mass. To conform to Type IV
construction, building members must be of substantial thickness. Given the
characteristics of massive wood members, there is little chance for sudden structural
collapse during or after a fire.” 11
11

https://shop.iccsafe.org/media/wysiwyg/material/4017S18-Sample.pdf
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Case Study: Timber framing creates a nature-themed
retreat in West Virginia

Longtime partners Bill Pratt and Cheryl Richardson bought 80 acres of land with a
rustic cabin near Delray, West Virginia, to build their dream retirement home. They
imagined a home framed almost exclusively of timber, allowing a compromise of his
preference for a traditional design and her preference for a contemporary design. The
timber frame home satisfied both aesthetics.
The resulting design is a total of 3,900 square feet, built with 444 pieces of timber
weighing 23 tons. If the timber boards were laid down end-to-end, the amount of
timber it took to build the home is nearly one mile long. With both the interior and
exterior of their retreat made almost exclusively of timber, it makes a bold statement,
complementing the natural elements that surround the structure.
Upon approaching the home, the timber frame is revealed by the dramatic threestory-high peaked entrance portico. Natural stone walls and columns and a custom
walnut front door continue the natural theme.
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Case Study: Timber framing creates a nature-themed
retreat in West Virginia

Features that contribute to the goal of bringing the outside indoors include a liveedge walnut slab dining room table, walnut floors and cabinetry, a walnut slab
bathroom vanity, and a custom oak sliding bedroom door.
In addition to being beautiful, the home is also extremely energy efficient and was
built with sustainability in mind. The timber used was harvested from responsibly
managed forests with regrowth programs. The HVAC system is geothermal, and the
roof and walls were constructed with structural insulated panels that keep heat in
during the winter and cool air in during the summer. The metal standing seam roof
will last 20–30 years longer than traditional shingles.
But most impressive is the custom timber frame, which was engineered, fabricated,
and installed by a timber framing company based in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The
general contractor was Mike Stoner owner of Ecocabins, based in Warfordsburg,
Pennsylvania.
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Section 4
How the heavy timber process works

This section discusses how the heavy timber process works.
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Process starts with a heavy timber construction expert

The process starts with a heavy timber construction expert. These firms work with
architects and builders, providing the expertise and heavy timber needed to create
beautiful, sustainable living, work, and worship spaces that complement the natural
landscape and provide a warm welcome to occupants and visitors.
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Heavy timber designer involved from
the beginning
• Works with:
• Architect
• Structural engineer of record
• Client

The heavy timber designer works with the architect, structural engineer of record,
and client to refine the plans, select the timber frame design and truss style (such as
a king post truss, braced scissor truss, or hammer beam truss), and identify custom
touches to personalize the project. Then the design team “builds” the timber frame
project virtually, allowing changes until the architect and client are satisfied with the
design.
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Craft

Once the heavy timber design has been finalized, the timber company’s experienced
craftsmen cut, mill, and carve posts and beams from graded timber. This is where oldworld woodworking skills meet state-of-the-art equipment to ensure precision and
produce top-quality timber frames in a controlled environment.
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Build

If needed, the timber framer will suggest a local builder familiar with timber framing
to prepare the foundation and add the mechanical systems, exterior surfacing,
roofing, walls, and other finishing elements of the project. When the timber elements
are complete, the carpentry crew will raise the timber framing at the site and add
custom details.
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Section 5
Questions and Answers: The most
commonly asked questions about heavy
timber

This section discusses the most commonly asked questions about heavy timber.
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Q: What wood species is most recommended for timber framing?
• Most common is Douglas fir for solid sawn heavy timber
• Only tree in North America that grows large enough for FOHC
• Most reliable for strength
• Glulam timbers don’t require FOHC wood

A: Solid sawn timber frame structures are usually made of Douglas fir. It is the only
tree in North America that grows large enough to enable cutting the timber or beam
free of the heart, making for a more stable timber frame. Douglas fir that is cut free
of heart center (FOHC) is the most reliable wood with an exceptionally high tensile
strength. Eliminating the heart from the timber cut reduces the amount of checking
(splitting) that occurs, though slight checking of timbers is not a negative as it’s an
indication of real wood. Note that glulam timbers don’t require 100 percent FOHC
lamination. For glulam timbers, southern yellow pine or Douglas fir are
recommended.
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Q: Are kiln-dried timbers recommended?
• Kiln dried timbers are more preferable because it creates less shrinkage
• Creates a more stable material
• The majority of heavy timber is kiln-dried

Yes, it’s preferable to use kiln-dried timbers whenever possible instead of green
timber to minimize shrinkage.
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Q: What is preferable for timber framing: glulam timbers or solid
sawn timbers?
• Depends on spans and desired aesthetic
• Solid-sawn timbers have span limitations
• Glulam timbers are more versatile

A: This decision is based on the spans in the project and the desired aesthetic. Solidsawn timbers have limitations in respect to spans. Overall, glulam timbers are more
versatile.
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Q: How are the engineering responsibilities distributed for heavy
timber buildings?

A: The heavy timber contractor typically engineers gravity/vertical loads. Lateral
reactions and lateral systems are calculated by the engineer of record. This needs to
be assigned early in the process. The enclosure system takes care of lateral loads.
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Q: What factors affect the cost of a timber frame building?
• Site access

• Loading

• Materials specified

• Conventional or hybrid

• Clear spans

A: Some of the most significant factors that affect the cost of a timber frame building
are: 1) Site access, 2) the materials specified, 3) clear spans, 4) loading, and 5)
whether or not it’s a hybrid project, which combines timber framing for some spaces
and conventional framing for others. Timber frames themselves can be less expensive
than steel beams. Timbers that are sourced, milled, and cut in the United States do
not rely on the challenges of imports.
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Section 6
The future of the heavy timber industry

This section discusses the future of the heavy timber industry.
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An old-world building technique evolved
into a state-of-the art building method
• Biophilia
• Durability
• Sustainability

The factors that have pushed this old-world building technique firmly into the
modern era are becoming stronger, including the needs for a biophilia, durability, and
sustainability. The new technologies that have been developed in the past few
decades elevate timber framing into a state-of-the-art building method. Those
advanced technologies include the following.
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Pre-fabrication with off-site manufacturing

Heavy timber components manufactured in a controlled environment and off-site
have many benefits. There is more quality control, and the framing phase on the
jobsite is shortened considerably. This contributes to the overall speed of the project,
which can create financial savings and increased client satisfaction.
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3D modeling

With 3D drafting software, the timber framer can show the client the interior,
exterior, and cut-away views using proposed architecture and materials. Staff
designers help to interpret schematics and finalize the details of the project to
provide a preliminary estimate.
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CNC technology and hand tooling

The traditional method of timber framing involves hand tools for a rustic look. This
also adds to the cost of the project. A modern alternative used extensively in timber
framing is machine cutting using computerized CNC (computer numeric control)
technology. For precise cutting and a hand-tooled aesthetic, both methods can be
used in the same project.
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Commercial heavy timber
in an era of supply chain
disruptions

The good news is that we’re in the midst of a commercial construction boom.
However, supply chain issues are prevalent around the globe, with increased demand
and lead times for acquiring building supplies, including glulam timbers and CLT for
mass timber projects.
While mass timber continues to be an optimal choice for constructing taller buildings,
heavy timber is ideal for structures of one to three stories. The benefits of heavy
timber are comparable to the benefits of mass timbers for commercial structures:
beauty and biophilic benefit, sound dampening capacities, allow for open spaces,
better efficiency on construction sites, and use of fewer materials.
All factors indicate that supply chain issues will continue. Even before these factors
began, there was popular movement toward more use of American-made products
and materials. For these reasons, the specification of heavy timber framing for both
homes and commercial buildings is sure to increase.
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Section 7
Gallery: Examples of modern timber
frame buildings

This section shows examples of modern heavy timber buildings.
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Mendham, New Jersey

Douglas fir scissors trusses work well in both the great room and outdoor living area
of this home in Mendham, New Jersey.
Architect: Cusano Associates Inc. Builder: The Trademark Company
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Towson, Maryland

Open trusses create a modern farmhouse look for this home in Towson, Maryland.
Architect: Melville Thomas Architects, Inc. Builder: Johnson Residential LLC.
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Centreville, Maryland

This timber frame party barn in Centreville, Maryland, features scissor trusses.
Architect: Purple Cherry Architects. Builder: B&D Builders.
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Delray, West Virginia

This timber frame home in Delray, West Virginia, Includes Douglas fir timbers with an
Early American stain. The energy efficiency of the home is increased with SIP panels.
Architect: Crafting Concepts LLC.
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Chester County, Pennsylvania

Whitewashed Douglas fir timbers provide a light, airy atmosphere in this timber
frame wedding venue in Chester County, Pennsylvania.
Architect: Eldon R. Stoltzfus Architect. Builder: B&D Builders.
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Hockessin, Delaware

Douglas fir glulam trusses with powder coated plates and tie rods create a
breathtaking entry to Trinity Community Church in Hockessin, Delaware.
Architect: Architectural Alliance. Builder: D. Fickler Construction, LLC.
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St. Charles, Missouri

This impressive 7,500-square-foot wedding venue in Saint Charles, Missouri, features
large laminated curves and Douglas fir timbers.
Architect: Le Pique & Orne Architects Inc.
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Villanova, Pennsylvania

This dramatic timber frame great room in Villanova, Pennsylvania, features Douglas
fir timbers.
Architect: Archer & Buchanan Architecture. Builder: Cassella Builders, Inc.
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Mendham, New Jersey

Douglas fir hammer beam trusses provide interesting contrast in this timber frame
great room.
Architect: Charles Schaffer Associates LLC. Builder: Shawn Baldwin Building LLC
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Nappanee, Indiana

This timber frame event center in Nappanee, Indiana, is named Sammlung Platz,
which means “gathering place” in German. A Douglas fir timber frame and pine
interior provide a warm and grand atmosphere. This features 80-foot clear span
bridge trusses.
Architect: Period Architecture.
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Chestertown, Maryland

Southern yellow pine glulam beams provide a bright look for the Semans-Griswold
Environmental Hall at Washington College in Chestertown, Maryland.
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Long Valley, New Jersey

This custom-designed restaurant in Long Valley, New Jersey, features a high timber
ceiling and vintage panel fans. Concrete flooring and six-foot custom Sputnik
chandeliers bring everything full circle for a modern touch.
Architect: Mileto-Godsall Associates LLC.
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Mercersburg, Pennsylvania

This is an example of a hybrid timber frame design, which incorporates some timber,
structurally or decorative, with conventional construction.
Project: Mercersburg, PA
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Conclusion

Timber framing is undergoing a renaissance due to a combination of factors that
include the need for sustainability, the desire for natural materials in buildings, the
design flexibility timber framing allows, and the accessibility of timbers amid global
supply chain issues, and others. Architects and builders who have worked with timber
frames in the past benefit greatly from timber frame companies whose expertise and
craftsmanship goes back generations. Aided by the modern technologies of computer
machining and 3D modeling, it’s reasonable to expect that timber framing will
continue to become a preferred building method far into the future.
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